Abstract-Multi/Many-core systems are prevalent in several application domains targeting different scales of computing such as embedded and cloud computing. These systems are able to fulfil the ever-increasing performance requirements by exploiting their parallel processing capabilities. However, effective power/energy management is required during system operations due to several reasons such as to increase the operational time of battery operated systems, reduce the energy cost of datacenters, and improve thermal efficiency and reliability. This article provides an extensive survey of learning-based run-time power/energy management approaches. The survey includes a taxonomy of the learning-based approaches. These approaches perform design-time and/or run-time power/energy management by employing some learning principles such as reinforcement learning. The survey also highlights the trends followed by the learning-based run-time power management approaches, their upcoming trends and open research challenges.
INTRODUCTION
Multi/many-core systems are becoming prevalent for various domains such as embedded and high performance computing (HPC). These systems provide increased parallelism by performing parallel execution of tasks on various cores [1] . This leads to high performance and thus helps to achieve increased performance requirements of modern computing systems. Chip manufacturers have developed several multi/many-core processors, e.g., Samsung's Exynos 8-core processor [2] , Intel's Teraflop 80-core processor [3] , AMD's Opteron 16-core processor [4] , Tilera's TILE-Gx family 100-core processor [5] , and Kalray's MPPA 256-core processor [6] . Depending upon the number of cores in the chip, they are connected by a shared bus or on-chip interconnection network [7] [8] [9] . These many-core processors are being exploited in various application domains to realize efficient many-core systems. It is also expected that higher number of cores will be integrated within a chip with technological advancements [10] .
For these systems, usually, the applications need to be partitioned (parallelized) into multiple tasks that can be executed concurrently on different cores. Such partitioning is referred to as functional partitioning and can be furnished with the help of state-of-the-art application parallelization tools, e.g., MPSoC Application Programming Studio (MAPS) [11] and MNEMEE project tool-chain [12] , and/or manual analysis. This procedure requires detailed application knowledge and involves finding the tasks, adding synchronization and inter-task communication in the tasks, management of the memory hierarchy communication and checking of the parallelized code (tasks) to ensure for correct functionality [13] . In case the multi/many-core system is heterogeneous, i.e. contains different types of cores, a task binding process that specifies the core types on them the task can be allocated along with the cost of allocation is required [14] . To compute the allocation cost, the binding process analyses the implementation costs (e.g., performance, power and resource utilization) of each task on different supported core types such as general purpose processor (GPP), digital signal processor (DSP) and coarse grain re-configurable hardware.
Power and energy efficient execution of applications on multi/many-core systems is desired in order to enhance operational time of battery-powered systems or energy cost of HPC datacenters. From several decades, enormous efforts have been put to optimize energy at circuit, architecture and system levels. The optimization of energy during application execution concerns to system level efforts. These efforts have tried to optimize energy by employing three essential ingredients: mapping [15] [16] [17] , dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [18] [19] [20] [21] , and dynamic power management (DPM) [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The mapping defines assignment and ordering of the tasks and their communications onto resources of multi/many-core system in view of some optimization criteria such as compute performance and energy consumption. In DVFS, the voltage/frequency of the cores is adjusted dynamically to save energy consumption while meeting certain level of performance. The DPM process shuts down the cores when they are inactive. Several principles have been followed for shutting the cores down, for example, greedy approach where a core enters into sleep mode as soon as processing on the core is finished and timeout approach that enters the core into sleep mode after certain time of idleness if no request is received within that time. Out of mapping, DVFS and DPM, they have been applied individually and in combinations as well, e.g., mapping in [15, 16] and both mapping and DVFS in [27, 28] .
While optimizing power and energy consumption during execution, the timing requirements of applications need to be satisfied. Different types of timing requirements are imposed depending upon the kind of target system, e.g., hard real-time and soft real-time systems [29] . Examples of hard real-time systems are time critical systems such as automotive engine and flight control software. In soft real-time systems such as video processing and HPC datacenters, the deadline violations can be tolerated. There has also been energy optimization efforts of mixed criticality systems, where part of the system has hard real-time requirement and rest has soft real-time requirement. Example of such a system is aeroplane, where cockpit system part has hard real-time requirement due to its safety critical issues and the parts in the passenger area such as lighting and television screen have soft real-time requirement.
Machine learning based power and energy optimization during multi/many-core system operation (i.e. at run-time) has gain significant attention over the last decade, although it exists since 1959. It provides learning ability to systems without being explicitly programmed. With respect to power and energy optimization, the
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learned information over time is used to predict appropriate mapping, DVFS or DPM policy to be applied for future execution. Such learning is helpful to make data driven predictions/decisions, where prediction models can be derived from sample inputs. Despite the fact that several articles have been published and significant progress has been made for machine learning based power and energy optimization of multi/manycore systems, there still remains many open questions and research challenges.
Learning-based Run-time Power and Energy Management Challenges
It is well known that the design space to map tasks on cores increases exponentially with the number of tasks and cores. Therefore, for large size problems, the learning based approach has the challenge to predict the most energy efficient mapping during application execution and adapt to the predicted mapping. Further, since modern cores possess DVFS capability, the prediction of appropriate voltage/frequency level is required during application execution in the view of optimizing energy consumption and satisfying timing requirement. However, finding the best energy efficient voltage/frequency level at run-time involves the challenge to perform accurate predictions within a short amount of time. Similar challenges exist to apply DPM. Additionally, while considering mapping and DVFS together, the prediction step needs to identify both the mappings and DVFS levels during execution, which adds further complexity as two aspects need to considered jointly.
Classification of Learning-based Run-time Power and Energy Management Strategies
Learning-based run-time power and energy management strategies can be classified with a number of taxonomies, e.g., criticality (hard or soft real-time), optimization ingredient (mapping, DVFS, and DPM), employed learning principles, etc. Broadly, the classification can be done based on learning principle and other taxonomies can be included at some hierarchy in the learning principle based classification. For example, model-based (supervised/regression) learning can be used to find appropriate run-time mapping or DVFS level while trying to satisfy soft real-time requirements. Figure 1 shows classification of learning based power/energy management strategies based on the employed principle. The model-based learning approaches perform offline analysis to derive the system behaviour for all the possible inputs and use the appropriate bahaviour at run-time depending upon the input. In reinforcement learning, the system behaviour is learnt at run-time during execution and predictions are made based on the current system status. Paper Organization: Section 2 and Section 3 cover analysis and elaboration of model-based and reinforcement learning approaches, respectively. A comparative study of strategies falling into different categories has been performed into Section 4. Section 5 provides the upcoming trends that could be followed as the future research and open research challenges for learning based run-time power/energy management approaches. Finally, Section 6 provides some concluding remarks.
SUPERVISED MODEL-BASED LEARNING
The aim of model-based learning is to make predictions about future responses based on evidence in the presence of uncertainty. Supervised machine learning is a collective terms for a group of algorithms that perform predictive modeling to establish a relationship between a set of predictor (independent) variables and a target (dependent) variable. In this section, each of the algorithms is introduced and discussed in the context of learning-based run-time power or energy management strategies. Following this, the modeling approaches are grouped by the optimization and control methods that they employ, those of mapping, DVFS and DPM, which are introduced in section 1.
Model-based learning Approaches
Most of the supervised machine learning algorithms can be engineered to operate as either classification or regression techniques:
• Classification techniques predict discrete responses -for example, whether an email is genuine or spam, or whether a tumor is cancerous or benign. Classification models classify input data into categories. Typical applications include medical imaging, speech recognition, and credit scoring.
• Regression techniques predict continuous responses -for example, changes in temperature or fluctuations in power demand. Typical applications include electricity load forecasting and algorithmic trading.
Generalized Linear Models
The most common group of predictive algorithms used for learning-based run-time management are Generalized Linear Models (GLM). This term encompasses the majority of empirically and analytically derived models of performance or power commonly derived for prediction in management systems. Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) is an example of a GLM algorithm and is based on a linear combination of the predictor variables in the form of a hypothesis function and is defined as:
The coefficients ω i are established using a series of j training samples (x i,j , y j ) i=1...n,j=1...m with i predictor variables. The OLS process minimizes the mean-squared prediction error E(ω) of the model, expressed as:
Future target valuesŷ are predicted given new data x n+1 . Figure 2a illustrates how a OLS regression function is calculated from the training data points such that the mean-squared error is minimized. GLM models can be built using many different algorithms besides OLS. Ridge regression addresses some of the problems of OLS by imposing a penalty on the size of coefficients and therefore the ridge coefficients minimize a penalized residual sum of squares. Further alternatives include Lasso, least angle and Bayesian regression, Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP), the perceptron, passive aggressive algorithms and polynomial regression. Logistic regression is a GLM algorithm used for classification rather than regression. Also known in literature as logit regression, maximum-entropy classification (MaxEnt) or the log-linear classifier, in this model, the probabilities describing the possible outcomes of a single trial are modeled using a logistic function.
Support Vector Machines
Support vector machines (SVMs) are a set of supervised learning methods that construct a hyperplane or set of hyperplanes in a high-dimensional space, which can be used for classification, regression or other tasks such as outlier detection.
In Support Vector Classification (SVC), the model is a representation of the examples points in space, mapped so that the separate categories are divided by a clear gap that is as wide as possible. A good separation is achieved by the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest training-data point of any class (the functional margin). The larger the margin the lower the generalization error of the classifier. New data points are mapped into that same space and predicted to belong to a category based on which side of the gap they fall. The model is trained using a dataset of n points in the form ( x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , ( x n , y n ) where y i are either 1 or −1, each indicating the class to which the point x i belongs. Each x i is a p-dimensional vector. The maximum-margin hyperplane that divides the group of points x i for which y i = 1 from the group of points for which y i = −1, is defined so that the distance between the hyperplane and the nearest point x i from either group is maximized. Any hyperplane can be written as the set of points x satisfying w · x − b = 0 where w is the normal vector to the hyperplane. Figure 2b illustrates the output of the SVC process with the hyperplane (solid line) and the functional margins (dashed lines) shown. The training data points are shown with the bounding points highlighted. Support Vector Regression (SVR) uses the same principles as the SVC, but in this case the intention is to develop a function and hyperplane that minimizes deviation of y i for all training data [30] . As with classification, the algorithm takes input vectors X and y, but in this case y is expected to have floating point values instead of integer values. The model produced depends only on a subset of the training data, because the cost function for building the model ignores any training data close to the model prediction.
SVMs have several advantages. They are effective in high dimensional spaces, even in cases where the number of dimensions is greater than the number of samples. They use a subset of training points in the decision function (called support vectors), so are memory efficient. They are versatile because different kernel functions can be specified for the decision function in order to classify data more appropriately. However, if the number of features is much greater than the number of samples, the method is likely to give poor performances. Also, SVMs do not directly provide probability estimates, these must be calculated using expensive cross-validation methods.
Naive Bayes
Naive Bayes is a simple technique for performing classification and can build models that assign class labels to instances of features where the class labels are identified from some finite set. Bayes methods are a set of supervised learning algorithms based on applying Bayes theorem with the "naive" assumption of independence between every pair of features. Given a class variable y and a dependent feature vector x 1 through x n , Bayes' theorem states the following relationship:
Since P (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is constant given the input, we can use the following classification rule:
As a result, the classification task is essentially the assignment of the maximum a posteriori (MAP) class given the vector x i and the prior of class assignments to y i [31] . An advantage of naive Bayes is that it only requires a small number of training data to estimate the parameters necessary for classification. Naive Bayes classifiers are highly scalable, requiring a number of parameters linear in the number of variables (features/predictors) in a learning problem.
Neural Networks
Neural networks (NNs) build a computational model based on a large collection of connected units called artificial neurons, analogous to axons in a biological brain. Connections between neurons carry an activation signal which can also be weighted to affect the strength of connections and the likelihood of activation. Neural networks must be trained from examples, rather than explicitly programmed, and excel in areas where the solution or feature detection is difficult to express in a traditional computer program. With sufficient training, NN can expose complex and hidden relationships that are difficult to characterize using rule-based programming. Typically, neurons are connected in layers, and signals travel from the input, to the output layer. Back propagation is the use of forward stimulation to modify connection weights, and is done to train the network using training data with known correct outputs. Increasing the number of hidden units in an NN leads to better representational power and the ability to model more complex functions, but increases the amount of training data and time required to arrive at accurate models.
If trained for too long, NNs can become overfitted and the model will include characteristics of outliers from the sample data, yielding an approximation with excellent accuracy on training examples, yet poor performance on further data from the same distribution. Overfitting can be prevented by reserving part of the data as a test set to such that unbiased estimate of the NN's accuracy. However, the model accuracy can be degraded as a result of holding aside training data for error estimation as it reduces the number of samples used for training which may be required. Cross validation is a mechanism to overcome this whereby the data set is divided into N equal-sized folds with N NN model is built instead of just a single. Each NN is trained on N1 folds and tested on the remaining fold, therefore the test fold for each NN differs from the other models [32] .
Model-based learning for Run-time Management
In the context of run-time learning and management, modeling enables prediction of the current and future states of a system. This can include physical quantities, such as power, temperature and energy, or the specific properties of applications, such as performance, latency and accuracy. When applying specific requirements or constraints to these properties, models can be used to determine the system configuration that will minimize power consumption and maximize performance before execution, including control over parallelism, DVFS and DPM settings. The model-based learning approaches that have been used in literature are discussed, divided into three main control methods; task mapping (including parallelism/multi-threading control), DVFS and DPM. Categorization of existing literature is shown in Table 1 . Many model-based approaches use multiple control methods in conjunction to achieve power/energy and performance optimization, with mapping applied first and then DVFS or DPM refinements made afterwards.
Task Mapping and Parallelism
Model-based learning is commonly employed to build power and performance models of applications executing on platforms to predict the optimal mapping of an application's tasks to processors and determine the level of parallelism that should be created. [39, 43] [44] [45] [46] [47] The first approaches to determine the required level of parallelism and task mapping using GLMs were empirically derived using Amdahl's Law [48] . However, this fails to capture inter-thread communication, data dependence synchronizations and hardware contentions that lead to sub-optimal scaling. Modeling approaches have been developed to characterize these penalties with feedback-driven threading for homogeneous architectures [49] and Scale-Up/Scale-Out for heterogeneous architectures [38] . In the latter, scale-out refers to thread-level parallelism [50] and scale-up to the adaptive thread-core mapping enabled by heterogeneous cores. These processes are characterized by two orthogonal functions, which are derived from a combination of empirical modeling and fitting of additional coefficients via linear regression [38] . Similarly, composite models can be constructed, with a combination of an empirically-derived component and a GLM component. These are designed to characterize the system whilst also mitigate the modeling error that arises from unknown factors. In [34] , a holistic and resource-agnostic scalability model is developed in order to determine the degree of parallelism to assign to each task. The model is based on predicting speed-up from Amdahl's Law, with consideration given to the aforementioned parallelism penalties, however in addition it employs linear regression to analyze the speed-up properties of particular task in order to assign the correct level of parallelism.
Coarse-grain mapping of applications to computational resources can be driven by regression-based learning [42] . The approach uses OLS approaches to build a model of the energy/performance trade-offs between using different computing resources in a heterogeneous system for a particular task. The task is mapped on a computing resource at run-time based on the minimum energy consumption for a given application performance requirement. Parallelism within each resource is not considered because of the particular platform.
On the other hand, approaches that target HPC and datacenter systems consider task-level parallelism an essential component of their predictive models. These approaches considered modeling the system in order to perform Dynamic Concurrency Throttling (DCT) [39] and thread packing [40] , processes which we include as part of mapping. Curtis-Maury et al. [39] consider an IPC-based linear regression solution trained from samples of the power-performance adaptation search space collected from real workloads. They derive a performance prediction model which dynamically adjusts DCT, DVFS, and thread placement at the granularity of program phases.
In order to more accurately and generically predict performance improvements for changes in mapping, GLMs can leverage performance monitoring counters (PMCs) which are built into the hardware architecture [32, 35] . This approach is portable across many applications as it only relies on information from the hardware. Furthermore, metrics such as instructions-per-cycle (IPC) and processor utilization can be used to predict performance and build linear models across many platforms [39] . Pack & Cap is an example of a modelbased approach to control mapping which relies on PMC data [40] . Furthermore, it is different to other approaches in that it employs a multinomial logistic regression (MLR) classifier to make optimal DVFS and thread packing control decisions in order to maximize performance within a power budget. The addition of thread packing to DVFS as a control knob increases the range of feasible power constraints by an average of 21% when compared to DVFS alone and reduces workload energy consumption by an average of 51.6%.
SVC models can also be found in run-time management scheme and used to classify tasks or programs as suitable for particular functional units in a heterogeneous architecture. Wen et al. [36] develop an OpenCL task scheduling scheme to map kernels from multiple programs on CPU/GPU heterogeneous platforms. At run-time, it determines which kernels are likely to best utilize a device from a performance model that predicts a kernel's speedup based on its static code structure. Naive Bayes has also been used in power management to build power-performance model and perform classification [31] . In the context of this work, the goal is to devise a power management policy for issuing DVFS commands on a CMP system that minimize the total energy dissipation based on the load conditions and workload characteristics [37] . The motivation for utilizing a Bayesian classifier is to reduce the overhead of the power management activities which are performed regularly to determine and assign DVFS settings for each processor core in the system.
The use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for modeling and prediction in run-time management system is not common, given the extensive training time and large volume of data that is required to achieve an accurate model, as discussed in 2.1.4. However, ANNs can have a role to play in the static components of a hierarchical system such as modeling the behavior of applications as in [32] . A resource allocation framework is created composed of per-application ANN performance models and a global resource manager. Shared system resources are periodically redistributed between applications at fixed decision-making intervals. Each application model's its performance as a function of its allocated resources and recent behavior, using an ensemble of ANNs to learn an approximation of this function. Past program behavior and allocated resource amounts are presented at the input units, and performance predictions are obtained from the output units [32] . The drawback of these model is the training of the NN weights which can only be done by performing successive passes over training examples.
DVFS
DVFS is used to control the performance/throughput of tasks by adjusting the operating frequency of the processor. Dynamic power dissipation is reduced as a result and energy can be saved if further voltage scaling occurs. The power and performance relationship is often modeled to enable prediction of the optimal DVFS settings. A basic model can be built from understanding of the underlying physical characteristics of the static and dynamic power dissipation of components and how these are affected by frequency and voltage or empirically from experimentation using training samples. The later may be done with the aid of hardware performance statistics such as IPC [39] or PMCs [40, 41] . The former uses multivariate linear regression to estimate specific coefficients for the hardware event rates of a particular configuration in order to determine the required DCT and DVFS settings. The Pack & Cap [40] approach makes use of L 1 -regularization to select the most relevant PMC metrics automatically and a multinomial logistic regression (MLR) classifier to determine the DCT and DVFS settings that maximize performance under a power constraint by selecting the output with the highest probability.
Yang et al. [42] use hypotheses about the affect of frequency and voltage on the current and latency for each resource in a heterogeneous platform as the basis for their power/performance model which is used to determine the most energy efficient resource to execute on and the DVFS settings to apply given a performance requirement. This model is trained using a OLS linear regression technique at the beginning of application execution. Although it can be done a run-time, it does not change over the remainder of the application so it cannot adapt to changes in application behavior. In a similar way, Juan et al. [33] use constrained-polynomial (positive polynomial) functions to learn the relationship between performance and power and build a model based on frequency and utilization. Additional energy reduction is achieved through additional DPM techniques including turbo-mode and near-threshold operation in what they call extended-range DVFS.
A Bayesian classification approach to DVFS setting is used by Jung et al. [31, 37] in the prediction of power and performance. The predicted state is used to look up the optimal power management action from a pre-computed policy lookup table. The motivation for using this form of model is the reduced overhead of prediction in the power manager (PM) and as a result can provide energy savings for even rapidly and widely varying workloads.
DPM
DPM process is often driven by predictions from models in conjunction with mapping or DVFS actions. DPM can be achieved through migration in heterogeneous to resources with different power/performance operating points [38, 42] or by power gating CPU cores in homogeneous multi/many-core systems [32, 40] . These two processes are captured as Scale-Up and Scale-Out by Ma et al. [38] who perform DPM and mapping on a heterogeneous architecture based on prediction from GLM performance and power models with additional heuristic scheduling. Cochran et al. [40] propose a similar approach for performance optimization under a power budget with PARSEC benchmarks on a homogeneous CMP through a combination of thread packing to control parallelism and DVFS setting to reduce power.
Model-based Management in Datacenters
Model-based approaches, including supervised machine learning, have been used to increase energy efficiency in server [51] and datacenter [43] platforms. Mapping, DVFS and DPM techniques have all been employed such as workload consolidation, which aims to reduce the number of active processing resources and as result reduce the power consumption and heat dissipation [45] . Modeling the effect of these management processes is even more important as the hardware in datacenters becomes increasingly heterogeneous [43] . In this situation, power and performance must be modeled for all the settings of each resource as well as the partitioning of workloads across multiple resources. Wu et al. use linear regression to build a model of a heterogeneous CPU and FPGA platform, with support for workload partitioning [43] , from both compile-time and run-time profiling, and use it to for run-time average power estimation. Lama et al. [46] apply machine learning to build fuzzy power and performance models to capture non-linear system behavior and drive a model predictive control framework. This self-adaptive modeling allows them to capture time-varying relationships between application performance and allocation of resources for dynamic and bursty workloads. Distributed controllers coordinate with each other to allocate resources and meet the service level agreements of applications.
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Introduction to Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a machine intelligence approach that has been applied in many different areas. It mimics one of the most common learning styles in natural life. The machine learns to achieve a goal by trial-and-error interaction with a dynamic environment. RL algorithms are developed to find the optimal solution to sequential decision problem, and have been proven effective in a variety of problems from different areas [21] . RL is inspired by the trial-and-error method humans used for making decisions for millions of years. In RL, the agent interacts with the system (Fig. 3) .
The general learning model consists of:
• An agent
• A finite state space S
• A set of available actions A for the agent
The goal of RL is to find the best actions under different states such that by following those best actions, the agent can optimize the long-term reward. It is achieved by learning a policy, i.e. a mapping between the states and the actions. Q-learning is one of the most popular algorithms that perform reinforcement learning. At each step of interaction with the environment, the agent observes the environment and issues an action based on the system state. By performing the action, the system moves from one state to another. The new state gives the agent Agent System State (s) Action (a) Reward (r) or Penalty (p) Figure 3 : Agent-system interaction in RL. The system is characterized by state s. The action a is taken by an agent to change the state, with resulting outcomes r or p and new state s' a reward (a real or natural number) or punishment (a negative reward) which indicates the value of the state transition. The agent keeps a value function for each state-action pair, which represents the expected longterm reward if the system starts from state s, taking action a, and thereafter following a policy. Based on this value function, the agent decides which action should be taken in current state to achieve the maximum long-term rewards. The core of the Q-learning algorithm is a value iteration update of the value function. The Q-value for each state-action pair is initially chosen by the designer and later, it is updated each time an action is issued and a reward is received, based on the following expression.
In the above expression, r i is the reward given at time i, and 0≤α≤1 is the learning rates which may be the same value for all pairs. The discount factor γ is a value between 0 and 1, and s and a are the next state and action after taking a i , respectively. The next time when state s is visited again, the action with the maximum Q-value will be chosen. As a model-free learning algorithm, it is not necessary for the Q-learning agent to have any prior information about the system, such as the transition probability from one state to another. Thus, it is a highly adaptive and flexible algorithm. Q-learning is originally designed to find the policy for a Markov Decision Process (MDP). It is proved that the Q-learning is able to find the optimal policy when the learning rate is reduced to 0 at an appropriate rate, given the condition that the environment is MDP. However, it is important to point out that a computing system for power/energy management is typically non-Markovian. Therefore, it is not guaranteed that Qlearning will find the optimal policy in case of such problems.
Reinforcement Learning for Run-time Management
System level power/energy management must consider the uncertainty and variability that comes from the environment, application and hardware. Statically optimized resource and power management are not likely to achieve the best performance when the input characteristics are changing. As a result reinforcement learning has been used for DPM [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , DVFS [18-21,52], or combination of DPM, DVFS and mapping [28, 53, 54] in embedded, desktop and datacenter domains. A detailed classification of existing RL based approaches for power/energy management is given Table 2 .
Mapping with DPM or DVFS
Ye et al. [54] claims that existing learning based DPM is not dedicated to power reduction in multi-core processors. Further, they address this issue by including task allocation into their Q-learning based DPM framework. As the multi-core processors offer flexibility in assigning tasks to any processor core, it helps in partially controlling idle periods for power savings. This technique judiciously allocates the tasks to cores which offer a better trade-off between power consumption and system performance. To further achieve better power savings, core temperatures are integrated into DPM framework as the temperature has profound impact on leakage power consumption. The simulation-based approach is used for evaluating the effectiveness of their approach. To improve the energy efficiency and thermal aspects (average and peak temperature, and thermal cycling) in multi-core systems, a Q-learning based approach for DVFS and POSIX thread allocation is proposed in [28] . It simultaneously optimizes the temperature and energy consumption with reduced learning space by employing a two-stage hierarchical approach: a heuristic-based thread allocation at a longer time interval to improve thermal cycling, followed by a learning-based DVFS at a much finer interval to improve average temperature, peak temperature and energy consumption. This approach is evaluated on Nvidias Tegra SoC, featuring four ARM Cortex-A15 cores, running Linux with set of applications from MiBench [61] , PARSEC [62] and SPLASH-2 [63] .
DVFS
Reinforcement learning based approaches have been widely used for energy minimization through DVFS [18-21, 52]. Shen et al. [18] proposed an approach for simultaneous temperature, performance and energy (TPE) management. It dynamically selects the processor's voltage and frequency to achieve the required balance among energy, performance and temperature of the processor. This approach models the processor's energy as convex function, which first decreases and then increases with the frequency. Further, performance and temperature are modelled as concave and convex functions increasing with the normalized frequency. The relation among temperature, performance and energy based on the above observations determines the possible trade-off space of the TPE management. Their environment state is a vector of four components, (f, T, IP S, µ) representing the clock frequency, the temperature, the instructions per second (IPS) and the CPU intensiveness, respectively. The TPE controller offers two modes: f ree and constrained. F ree mode allows user to explore the trade-off by tuning the weight coefficients in the penalty function and constrained mode lets the user to set constraints to two out of the three parameters in T, P and E, while optimizing the third one. The approach is validated on Dell Precision T3400 workstation with Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 Processor running Linux.
Juan et al. [19] present a semi-supervised reinforcement learning (RL) based approach for performing dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) to efficiently utilize the available on-chip power budget while maximizing the performance. Further, an evaluation and comparison among core-only, uncore-only and cooperative core/uncore DVFS control for performance boosting is discussed for the first time along with a "reverse" DVFS technique for maximizing performance under power constraints. The semi-supervised RL separates the centralized agent into several "distributed" agents, and arrange a supervisor to coordinate the actions among agents to best exploit the power budget for the performance increase. This helps in reducing the exponential growth of state complexity and maintains a linear complexity with the number of cores. The targeted architecture is a symmetric, NoC-based CMP containing 16 tiles, and each tile has a Pentium4 core, a private L1 cache, a shared L2 cache and an on-chip router. The evaluation with a wide spectrum of parallel, multi-threaded applications shows an average 10.9% improvement in program execution time while satisfying given power constraints.
The emerging multi-task/thread applications generally have complicated execution causality and tasklevel dependencies, and the execution states of one core would affect other cores in a multi-core system. To globally optimize the policy of voltage/frequency selection for improving energy efficiency in such scenarios, a core-level modular RL (MLR) based online DVFS, which explicitly considers the relationship between different cores, is proposed in [21] . This approach distributively applies modular Q-learning (MQL), one of the most commonly used MRL algorithm, to each core to learn the system behaviour. MQL decomposes the state-space into several much smaller modules and integrates multiple modules in an agent (DVFS controller of each core) to select actions based on more than its own state. At each learning-epoch, DVFS controller collects necessary information required by every module from the corresponding cores in the system and passes it into associated modules to learn and update their Q-table. As each module has its own Q-table and updates independently, a mediator is used in an agent to arbitrate the solutions reported by each module. Furthermore, task-dependency information of applications, collected from static-time workload characterization or dynamic profiling, is used to help efficiently create and associate most useful modules to each core which incurs only linear cost in core count. Experiments conducted on a homogeneous system with 4, 16, 32 and 64-cores (implemented in JADE full-system simulator [64] ) running realistic applications from COSMIC benchmark suite [65] , show up to 28% energy savings compared to individual-learning method.
Considering the future many-core systems, an On-line Distributed RL (OD-RL) based DVFS control algorithm to improve performance under power constraints is discussed in [52] . At the finer grain, a per-core RL method is used to learn the optimal control policy of the voltage/frequency levels that maximizes the performance under the budget. At the coarser grain, an efficient global power budget reallocation algorithm is used to maximize the overall performance. Spatially, distributed RL works on each core locally and independently, while the budget re-allocator reallocates the budget among all the cores. Temporally, distributed RL operates at every control epoch, while the budget re-allocator executes every M epochs. This approach is validated using Sniper simulator with PARSEC and SPLASH-2 multi-threaded benchmark suites. Experimental results show up to 98% less budget overshoot, up to 44.3x better throughput per over-the-budget energy, up to 23% higher energy efficiency and two orders of magnitude speedup over existing techniques [66, 67] .
DPM
Learning-based DPM techniques have been proved to be effective in reducing power consumption [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . An on-line learning algorithm in [25] dynamically selects the best DPM policies from a set of candidate policies called experts. Each expert has a weight factor, the value of which indicates the benefit gained if the correspondent expert was chosen during the last idle period. The one with the highest value will control the device for the next idle period. Prabha et al. [26] propose a similar approach using a different learning algorithm. The expert-based machine learning algorithm is able to find an appropriate DPM policy in short time without any prior workload information. However, it cannot explore the power-performance trade-offs effectively.
The traditional Q-learning algorithm provides a model-free solution for the MDP with a provable convergence to the optimal solution. However, in a non-markovian environment or a partially observable Markovian environment [68, 69] , Q-learning is capable of achieving the same performance as other reference learning algorithms at the cost of slower convergence (number of epochs for the Q-values becoming stable). To address this issue, Liu et al. [22] propose a system level power management based on enhanced Q-learning to improve the convergence speed. It adopts the method in [70] and enhances the performance of traditional Q-learning by exploiting the sub-modularity and monotonic structure in the cost function of a power management system. The enhancement restricts the search space of Q-learning algorithm to policies whose action is non-decreasing to the number of waiting requests, which helped in improving power consumption and latency by 40% and 90%, respectively, compared to traditional Q-learning. Further, it can adapt to changing performance constraint during run-time and converge to a policy that delivers just enough performance with minimum power consumption within 50 updates. Their experimental results show up to 30% and 60% reduction in power consumption for synthetic and real workloads, respectively, when compared against existing expert-based power management technique [71] .
The reinforcement learning technique is applied to multi-cores in [54] and shown superior than the distributed power managers using [72] . All the core states and actions are encoded and the learning function is approximated using the back-propagation neural network (BPNN) [54] . Tasks are assumed independent, thus their policy is able to not only determine the power mode, but also assign each task to a specific core. However, task assignment (context scheduling) has other considerations, such as data locality, that greatly affect the performance in real environments. Besides, scalability is still a problem for its time complexity O(n 2 ). A policy called Multi-level Reinforcement Learning (MLRL) that is much more scalable in efficiency and effectiveness for multi-cores is proposed in [23] . The multilevel paradigm, having coarsening and uncoarsening phases, was first proposed for circuit partitioning and then applied to other VLSI problems. The coarsening phase does recursive clustering of elements until the problem size is small enough to be solved. Then, in the uncoarsening phase, the coarsened elements are de-clustered by applying the refinement algorithm. A coarse solution is produced between the two phases. Coarsening phase generates a good approximation of the original problems, so better initial solutions can be obtained and makes refinement algorithms more effective due to local problems with smaller sizes in the uncoarsening phase.
The multilevel paradigm is exploited to compress the searching space, speed-up the convergence rate, and result in O(nlogn) time complexity for n cores. Target architecture is a multiprocessor system, ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore, containing n homogeneous cores and m threads per core, which can simultaneously execute n × m contexts. The workload characteristics are assumed unknown in advance; it may comprise several single-or multi-threaded programs. Simulation results, using Multi2Sim [73] and the power simulator McPAT [74] , show that their policy runs 53% faster and outperforms the state-of-the-art work [54] with 13.6% energy savings and 2.7% latency penalty on average for the SPLASH-2 benchmarks while the performance penalty is close to zero.
The above approaches, including the enhanced Q-learning which is a model-free RL requiring no knowledge of state transition probability functions, needs knowledge of state action spaces and reward function. The enhanced Q-learning based DPM learns a policy online by identifying which action is the best for a certain system state, based on the reward or penalty (cost) received. In this way, the approach does not depend on any pre-designed experts, and can achieve a much wider range of power-latency trade-offs. However, as this is based on a discrete-time model of the stochastic process, it suffers from the following limitations: (i) the discrete-time controller has relatively high overhead to make frequent and regular decisions, and (ii) discrete-time controller may not make timely decisions for fast state changes.
As a solution to the above problems, Wang et al. [24] presented an online adaptive DPM technique based on the model-free RL method, which requires no prior knowledge of the state transition probability function and the reward function. Furthermore, this approach can perform policy learning and power management in a continuous-time and event-driven manner to learn a desirable timeout policy (optimal DPM policy when the service requests inter-arrival times are stationary but non-exponentially distributed [75] , which derives optimal timeout value using MDP methods). It also utilizes the enhanced temporal difference (TD(λ)) learning algorithm for semi-MDP (SMDP) [76] in order to accelerate convergence and alleviate the reliance on the Markovian property. TD(λ) is more robust in non-Markovian cases as it seamlessly combines the simple one-step TD algorithm and the Monte Carlo method and has fast learning rate. Workload prediction is incorporated in this work to provide partial information about service requester (SR) state for the RL algorithm. Specifically, an online Bayesian classifier [28] is chosen as the workload predictor because of its relatively high prediction accuracy, low implementation cost, and the fact that the information it provides comes with a certain degree of certainty due to the use of posterior probability [28] . Further, it uses only two actions "keep sleep" and "wake-up", instead of time-out policy to reduce state-action pairs of RL and improves the convergence speed using multiple-update initialization, dynamic action sets, and locally randomized action selection techniques. The experiments are performed considering two different devices: a hard disk drive (HDD) and a wireless adapter card (WLAN card) on both synthesized and real workloads traces. Without sacrificing any latency, it achieves a maximum 18.6% saving in power dissipation compared to the reference expert-based approach proposed in [71] . Alternatively, the maximum latency saving without any power consumption increase is 73% compared to the existing best-of-bread DPM techniques. This method works only for single-core systems having single device without DVFS capability.
DVFS with DPM
As discussed above, DPM and DVFS has proven to be effective techniques for reducing power/energy consumption. Both DPM and DVFS provide a set of control knobs for run-time power management. From this perspective, both are fundamentally the same. While the DVFS is usually found as the power control knob for CMOS digital ICs, such as micro-controllers or microprocessors, during the active time; the DPM is usually for the peripheral devices, such as the hard disk drives and network interface, or for microprocessors running interactive applications accompanied with long idle intervals. Shen et al. [53] consider both DPM and DVFS as power management and propose a novel approach for system level power management using enhanced Q-learning. This technique considers the peripheral device (an interactive system that processes the I/O requests generated by software applications) and the microprocessor. Experiments for power management of peripheral devices are done using a simulated HDD with synthetic and real workloads. Furthermore, microprocessor power management approach, Q-learning based DVFS controller, is evaluated on a Dell Precision T3400 workstation with Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 Processor with applications from MiBench [61] and MediaBench [77] . The result showed that, compared to existing machine learning approaches, their power management technique is more flexible in adapting to different workload and hardware, and provides a wider range of power-performance trade-off.
Reinforcement Learning in Datacenters
Reinforcement learning based power management techniques have been proved to be effective to reduce energy costs in datacenters [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] . These learning based approaches are used for resource/workload consolidation, which involves turning off under-utilized/sleep servers to save power, and resource allocation. Fundamentally, resource/workload consolidation can be seen as DPM with mapping.
A localized version of online RL for resource allocation is presented in [56] [57] [58] . The RL module observes the application's local state, the local number of servers allocated by the arbiter, and the reward specified by the local Service Level Agreement (SLA). Considering the scalability of look-up table based Q-learning, severe approximations have been made by representing the application state solely by current mean arrival rate of page requests, and ignoring other sensor readings (e.g. mean response times, queue lengths, number of customers, etc.). Further, to improve the initial performance of the arbiter's policy, a heuristic initialization is employed. However, these approaches work well for simple systems running simple applications with less state variables and need certain amount of exploration of actions believed to be suboptimal. To address this issue, Tesauro et al. [58] proposed a hybrid method combining the advantages of both explicit model-based methods and model-free RL. This approach involves offline training of RL module, instead of online training, on data collected while an externally supplied initial policy (e.g., based on an approximate queuing model) makes management decisions in the system. Lin et al. [59] discussed a power management technique which does both the job dispatching and resource consolidation. The job dispatch is performed at a finer interval than the resource consolidation based on the job arrival time and the server resource availability, while the resource consolidation decision on a fixed-length time slot basis. The proposed approach was verified by simulations using real Google cluster data traces. Further, Farahnakian et al. [60] proposed a Q-learning based dynamic Virtual Machine (VM) consolidation method to optimize the number of active hosts according to the current resources utilization. The method intelligently decides on when to switch a host into the active or sleep power mode through a learning agent which learns host power mode detection policy. Figure 4 shows that energy savings can be achieved by combining DVFS and adaptive thread mapping on a homogeneous CMP with the aid of an MLR classifier [40] . The experiments are conducted across a series of PARSEC benchmarks. In the first experiment (DVFS + Thread Packing), the thread packing technique is used to dynamically adjust the number of threads to meet a changing power budget, with DVFS settings applied on top. The second (DVFS + 1 Thread Fixed) and third (DVFS + 2 Threads Fixed) experiments use a fixed one and two threads respectively and so must rely on predicted DVFS settings alone. For the majority of cases, thread packing increases the range of achievable power constraints over DVFS alone. Given that DPM techniques to shutdown cores has not been applied, the one thread fixed case consumes a lot more energy due to the static power consumption of the idle cores. The thread packing experiment is able to utilize all four cores when the power budget allows and the performance gain from this outweighs the increase in dynamic power.
Comparison of Model-based learning Approaches
In addition, Figure 5 shows that learning the power/performance trade-offs for each processing resource of a heterogeneous system enables prediction of the optimal mapping and DVFS settings. A linear regression model is built from training data and used to predict the power and performance of an edge detection filter for particular mapping and DVFS settings on the heterogeneous CPU/DSP/FPGA platform [42] . The run-time management system implemented will switch the mapping of the filter between resources if the performance requirement changes to ensure optimal energy consumption per frame. The combination of mapping and adaptive DVFS setting (black line) produces a lower energy consumption for the entire range of performance levels when compared to static mapping of the filter to any of the individual resources on the platform. For the CPU and DSP experiments, the ondemand Linux governor selects the DVFS settings for each frame and the three FPGA experiments operate at fixed frequencies of 10, 50 and 100 MHz for FPGA LP, FPGA MP and FPGA HP respectively.
Comparison of Reinforcement learning Approaches
This section compares the results obtained by reinforcement learning approaches for DPM and DVFS on multi-core systems. Figure 6 , extracted from [23] Figure 7 shows comparison of energy consumption of four DVFS approaches with two different switching intervals: predictive [80] , learning-based [53] , ondemand [81] , learning transfer-based [20] . The energy values are normalized with respect to learning transfer-based approach. Among all these approaches, learning transfer-based approach achieves better energy savings (up to 38 %) and is efficient to adapt to workload and performance variations within the application (intra) and across the applications (inter). Moreover, as per the observations made in [20] , both predictive and learning-based approaches fail to meet application performance requirement despite their energy savings. 
UPCOMING TRENDS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND OPEN CHALLENGES
This section highlights some of the upcoming trends and challenges to be faced to take the learning-based run-time power/energy management approaches for multi/many-cores into the next era.
Distributed Reinforcement Learning
The literature indicates that many reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms exist to find near-optimal solutions in polynomial time. These algorithms have been applied for single core systems or multi-core systems with small number of cores. Since the number of states increases exponentially with the number of cores, the RL method is known to be non-scalable. An explosion in the state space (number of states) takes place for large scale problems and thus they become very expensive to use at run-time. Therefore, efficient and scalable RL algorithms are desired for large scale many-core systems with hundreds of cores. In order to address the scalability issues imposed by centralized resource management in many-core systems, distributed or hierarchical management has been employed [29, 82] . In distributed management, each core is checked independently to make management decisions, whereas the cores are grouped into multiple clusters in hierarchical management and each cluster is managed by a local manager. It is evident that hierarchical approach exploits feature of both the centralized and distributed approaches.
Similar to resource management, distributed reinforcement learning is desired to address the scalability issues [52] . In order to reduce the learning complexity, a hierarchical reinforcement learning can be explored, which can provide trade-off between solution quality and computational complexity. The parameters of the hierarchical approach (e.g. cluster size) can be adjusted to achieve several trade-off points, which can be used to optimize energy consumption.
Learning-based Multi-objective Optimization
We have shown that learning-based power/energy optimization of multi/many-core systems has been extensively focused. However, along with the power/energy, modern multi/many-core systems need to be optimized for several other metrics, e.g. temperature, reliability, fault-tolerance, and security. The temperature is optimized to improve reliability, reduce the cooling cost of many-core based HPC datacenters and mitigate its effect on performance and leakage power. Reliability is to be optimized to increase the mean time to failure of a system. However, in case a fault has happened, optimization need to be performed to achieve fault-tolerance. Optimization for security has become an important concern due to possible attack in the communication channels of connected devices and their interaction with untrusted devices. All these requirements indicate the need for multi-objective optimization.
It has also been observed that learning-based approaches have been used to optimize one metric, e.g. performance while satisfying power budget requirement [52] . In future, it is expected that the requirements to jointly optimize for several performance metrics will grow. Towards it, some progress has already been made, e.g., three metrics execution time, energy consumption and temperature are optimized in [83] . However, in [83] , learning-based optimization is not employed. Since learning-based approaches have tremendous potential for optimizations, they should be explored to perform multi-objective optimization.
It is evident that optimization for multiple objectives will increase the design space and thus the learning time. Therefore, the design space needs to be efficiently pruned so that Pareto-fronts for several conflicting objectives can be derived quickly at run-time. In order to maintain a low complexity, the learning process can be bounded by an upper limit on the exploration time.
Learning-based Optimization for Diverse Application Domains
In addition to multi/many-core systems, learning-based optimization can be performed for several application domains. In fact, it has already be explored for some application domains. For example, a reinforcement learning approach for self optimizing memory controllers [84] , learning-based energy management in a hybrid electric vehicles [85] and learning approaches for manufacturing [86] . Such diversity for application domains indicates that, machine learning is effective across a wide spectrum of application domains.
Based on the above, it is expected that machine learning is going to prevail for the design and optimization of systems for various application domains. Several companies have already started projecting the potential of machine learning, e.g., ARM's DynamIQ technology based processors will include dedicated processor instructions for machine learning and are expected to deliver up to a 50x boost in performance over the next 3-5 years relative to Cortex-A73-based systems today. These evidences indicate widespread adoption of machine learning approaches for future computing systems.
CONCLUSION
This paper provides a survey of learning-based run-time power and energy management strategies for multi/manycore systems. Specially, model-based and reinforcement learning approaches optimizing for energy consumption is embedded systems, desktop systems and HPC datacenters are surveyed and compared. Based on the analysis of the surveyed and compared learning-based strategies, upcoming trends and open challenges are identified. The research directions highlighted in this survey are expected to advance in future due to potential of learning-based approaches, which will also help to address the open challenges. These advances will need to explore efficient machine learning strategies to take the learning-based approaches for multi/many-core systems into the next era of computing.
